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DIVERSE SCOTTISH ESTATE SITUATED IN AN OUTSTANDING HIGHLAND SETTING

Blairgowrie about 20 miles   Perth about 32 miles   Edinburgh Airport about 70 miles

About 793.87 hectares (1961.70 acres)  

Finegand Farmhouse – 2 reception rooms, 5 bedrooms

Traditional farm buildings including roundel

6 further cottages

Former traditional steading range offering potential development opportunity 

Permanent pasture (58 hectares)  

Rough grazings (53 hectares)

Woodland – mix of productive and native (44 hectares)

Hill (626 hectares)

Lying within the Cairngorms National Park 

Potential for further woodland creation

Bio diverse rich habitats

Walked up grouse shooting

Red, roe and fallow deer stalking

Potential to develop low ground shoot

Opportunity for sizeable upland livestock farm

EPCs = D to F

For Sale as a Whole or in 2 Lots

Lynedoch House 
Barossa Place 

Perth 
PH1 5EP

01738 451111 
perth@galbraithgroup.com 





SITUATION
Finegand Estate lies in a spectacular and scenic position in 
Highland Perthshire, some 3 miles south of the Spittal of Glenshee 
with Braemar lying about 18 miles to the north. Blairgowrie, 
some 20 miles to the south, has an excellent selection of day 
to day services including supermarkets, primary and secondary 
schooling, medical centre, banks and a range of independent 
retailers. The Fair City of Perth, about 32 miles to the south, 
offers a broader range of facilities including national retailers, 
swimming pool, Dewars Ice Rink (home to the Perth Curling 
Club) and both a theatre and concert hall offering performances 
throughout the year. 

Dundee, known as the City of Discovery, can be reached in 
about an hour’s journey by car. It offers a wealth of amenities 

and services including Discovery Point with HMS Discovery, the 
famous ship that took Scott and Shackleton on their first trip to 
the Antarctica. It is also home to the V&A Museum opened in 
2018, together with two universities, national retailers and the 
Olympia swimming pool. Dundee airport has daily flights to and 
from London City, together with the ability to accommodate 
private aeroplanes.  Edinburgh, with its international airport, can 
be reached in about a 2 hour journey by car, whilst the airport at 
Dyce just outside Aberdeen is within a 1.5 hour drive.

In addition to the amenity and sport offered on Finegand 
Estate itself, there is a wide range of sporting and leisure 
opportunities within the locality.  These include winter sports 
at nearby Glenshee, salmon fishing on the Rivers Tay and Ericht, 

hill walking in the Grampians, Cairngorm National Park and 
along the Cateran Trail and 18 hole golf courses are available at 
Blairgowrie and Pitlochry.

HISTORICAL NOTE
Finegand has a long history with the current owners, having 
been owned by the family since before 1712 and has been their 
summer holiday destination for over the last 150 years. In 1959 
eight family members became the next custodians and owners 
of the estate and remain such today. 

Today, Finegand Estate is much larger than the original core, 
following the additions of both the Corrydon and Dalhenzean 
lands some 100 years ago. In about 2000, one of the current 
owners, Tony Mackenzie Smith, wrote a book on the history of 
Glenshee including the family’s involvement; “Glenshee: The 
Glen of the Fairies”.  

Glenshee is a very iconic part of Scotland with a rich history. 
It has been used for centuries to access the Highlands and 
Deeside including to Balmoral for the Royal Family. Indeed, 
Queen Victoria’s coach once got into difficulties on the ‘Lair 
Brae’ which was a notoriously steep and difficult part of the 
road near Finegand. The laird of Finegand came to her rescue 
and helped her on her way. For our late Queen, it was often a 
route used by her and her mother to travel between Glamis and 
Balmoral. The ford at Tigh na Coile on Finegand was one of the 
more perilous parts of that journey and indeed it caught them 
out once when the Princess Elizabeth was about 5 years old and 
the river was just a bit too deep for their car!



DESCRIPTION 
Finegand Estate, lying within the Cairngorm National Park, 
enjoys a highly scenic setting within Scotland. A diverse Highland 
estate extending to about 793.87 hectares (1961.70 acres)  it 
provides farming, forestry, sporting and conservation interests, 
centred on the original Finegand Farmhouse with range of 
traditional farm buildings including a roundel, together with 6 
further cottages and a further former steading at the north end 
of the estate, offering a potential development opportunity.  

The lands at Finegand comprise permanent pasture, rough 
grazings, heather hill and woodland, rising from about 310 
metres above sea level by the River Shee to about 794 metres 
at its highest point at the top of Meall Uaine. It is an estate that 
offers a range of traditional sports; red, roe and fallow deer 
stalking together with walked up grouse shooting currently; 

however there was formerly a driven grouse moor with the 
butts still in-situ and currently undergoing a programme of 
refurbishment. In addition, Finegand also offers potential to 
develop a low ground shoot including duck flighting. 

The farming enterprise at Finegand Estate is currently run in hand 
and in conjunction with a shepherding contract arrangement 
with 500 ewes currently being grazed on the subjects. However, 
the farming enterprise does lend itself to expansion given the 
mix of in-bye and hill ground available, together with the existing 
farm buildings at Finegand and potential to expand the holding 
with the addition of more modern buildings.  

Lying at the northern end of the estate is the delightful small 
lochan known by the family as The Lochan. Sitting in a slightly 

elevated position, with the slope of the hillside a short distance 
to the west, it offers a superb setting from where to enjoy 
picnics, a spot of trout fishing or indeed to take a little rowing 
boat out upon. The views from The Lochan are outstanding over 
the estate and surrounding countryside beyond. 

Finegand Estate, with its expanse of in-bye and hill lands, diverse 
and highly varied range of flora and fauna, together with the 
extensive list of observed native wildlife on the subjects, offers 
numerous opportunities for natural capital, conservation and 
bio-diversity enhancement projects including further woodland 
creation, re-wilding and indeed given its iconic setting, eco-
tourism related enterprises could form part of its future potential 
opportunities. 



Finegand Estate is available for sale either a whole or in 2 lots 
as follows:

LOT 1 – FINEGAND ESTATE – ABOUT 787.81 
HECTARES (1946.73 ACRES)
The subjects making up Lot 1 of Finegand Estate extend to 
about 787.81 hectares (1946.73 acres) and comprise 6 cottages, 
a former steading range and land of permanent pasture, rough 
grazings, hill and both productive and native woodlands.  

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
Dalhenzean 
Dalhenzean is a traditional stone built cottage with a whitewashed 
exterior under a slated roof and enjoying a southerly aspect. It 
lies to the northern end of the estate and is accessed via a track 
leading directly from the public road. The accommodation, over 
two floors, comprises: 

Ground Floor: Hall, sitting room, dining room, kitchen, utility 
room, bathroom 

First Floor: 2 Bedrooms, bathroom 

Dalhenzean sits within its own garden which is principally down 
to grass with a small number of mature trees giving shelter to 
the north and west. 

Dalhenzean is occupied under a PRT lease. 

The Creek
The Creek enjoys a sheltered and most private position, just to 
the south west of Dalhenzean and is accessed via a separate 
access track leading from the A93 to both The Creek and 
Dalhenzean Steading. It is a timber built cottage under a pitched 
tin roof and provides the following accommodation: 

Hall, sitting room, dining room, kitchen, bathroom, 2 bedrooms 

The Creek sits within an enclosed garden which is principally 
down to grass with a parking area. 

The Creek is occupied under a PRT lease. 

Corrydon Cottage
Corrydon Cottage sits in a quiet position on the west side of 
the estate. It is a traditional whitewashed cottage under a slated 
roof with a timber porch to the front. It is reached from the 
public road via a private track. The accommodation lies over 
two floors and comprises: 

Ground Floor: Hall, kitchen, dining room, sitting room, 
bathroom, pantry 

First Floor: 3 Bedrooms 

Corrydon Cottage sits within an enclosed garden.  

A part-stone/part-timber lean-to adjoins Corrydon Cottage 
with a further stone built outbuilding adjacent also. 

Corrydon Cottage is occupied under a PRT lease. 

DALHENZEAN

THE CREEK CORRYDON COTTAGE



Cnoc Liath 
Cnoc Liath is a delightful cottage, enjoying an easterly outlook 
and commanding outstanding views. It benefits from a central 
position within the estate and is reached via a private track from 
the public road. 

It is a traditional, whitewashed, stone built cottage under a 
pitched tin roof and has recently undergone a programme of 
refurbishment including the addition of a timber built extension 
to the front. The accommodation comprises: 

Open plan kitchen with sitting room, 2 bedrooms, bathroom 

Cnoc Liath sits within an enclosed garden which is principally 
down to grass with a gravelled parking area to the rear.  

Cnoc Liath is occupied under a PRT lease.

Polgorm Cottage
Polgorm Cottage is a traditional stone built cottage lying under 
a slated roof with a small extension to the rear. It lies just to the 
south of Finegand Farm and to the eastern side of the estate. 

The accommodation, over one floor, comprises: 

Hall, sitting room, kitchen, bathroom, 2 bedrooms 

Polgorm Cottage sits within an enclosed garden with a stone 
outbuilding providing useful storage and a further bedroom 

Polgorm Cottage is occupied under a PRT lease.

Tigh na Coille 
Tigh na Coille lies to the southern end of the estate. It is a 
traditional stone built cottage lying under a pitched slated roof 
with a timber built extension under a tin roof to the rear. 

The accommodation comprises: 

Hall, kitchen, sitting room, family/dining room, 3 bedrooms, box 
room, bathroom.

Tigh na Coille sits within an enclosed garden with a stone 
outbuilding to the rear and flanked to the north and east by a 
small woodland area. 

Tigh na Coille is occupied under a SAT lease.

Dalhenzean Steading Range 
Lying immediately to the south of Dalhenzean is a former range 
of traditional stone built outbuildings forming a “U”-shaped 
layout with a central courtyard. 

We understand Planning Consent was previously granted for 
conversion into a number of dwellings but this has since lapsed. 
We consider Dalhenzean Steading continues to offer potential 
for development subject to obtaining the usual consents from 
the local planning authority, Perth and Kinross Council. 

CNOC LIATH TIGH NA COILLE

POLGORM COTTAGE



THE LAND 
Lot 1 extends to about 787.81 hectares (1,946.73 acres). It 
comprises permanent pasture, rough grazing, coniferous and 
native woodlands and hill.  The permanent pasture land is 
classified by the James Hutton Institute Land Capability for 
Agriculture as Grade 4.2 with the rough grazings, hill land and 
woodland on the western side of the estate classified as Grade 
5.1 and 6.3 respectively.  The majority of the land is designated 
as being payment Region 3 with 66.95 ha in Region 1. The land 
lies at approximately 310 metres above sea level at its lowest 
point next to the Shee water rising to about 794 metres above 
sea level at its highest point at the peak of Meall Uaine on the 
north-west boundary of the Estate.  

The land has very good access directly off the A93 public road 
both on the eastern and western sides and with field to field 
gates connecting most of the lower fields.  There is an estate 
track running through the hill ground for a short distance, 
reached off the track leading past Cnoc Liath with all remaining 
hill access via a polaris, argocat or similar such vehicle.

The land can be summarised as follows:

Lot Hectares Acres
Hill 626.87 1549.00   
Rough Grazings 53.46 132.10   
Permanent Pasture 58.7 145.05   
Woodland 44.22 109.27   
Temporary Grass 3.27 8.08   
Other 1.29 3.24   
Total 787.81 1946.73  

 





WOODLAND
Finegand Estate benefits from a number of woodland parcels 
which comprise both productive and native planting and extend 
in total to about 44.22 hectares (109.27 acres).  

There are two principal areas of productive woodland planted 
in 2003, one lies in the centre of the estate to the west of both 
Cnoc Liath and Corrydon Cottage, with Sitka spruce planted on 
the eastern side of the compartment and natural regeneration 
of principally birch on the western side of the woodland. This 
compartment is accessed via a farm track leading directly off 
the A93 to a midway point gated entrance just to the south of 
Cnoc Liath, giving a practical extraction route for the timber 
in the future. The second productive area of Sitka spruce lies 
immediately to the east of the public road next to Tigh na Coille 
with direct gated access to the road. 

There are three parcels of coniferous woodland flanking the 
west side of A93 road which were planted in the late 1970s for 
the protection of the road from snow during the winter months. 

Lying to the northern end of Finegand is a naturally regenerating 
woodland, principally of birch. 

A desktop assessment of Finegand has indicated there may be 
a potential gross area of some 370 ha with opportunities for 
further woodland creation, however the net plantable area 
will be subject to detailed analysis of the site and associated 
constraints. The Hutton Institute for Land Capability for Forestry 
shows the potential planting ground as being a mix of F5-F7 
with soils varying between podzols and peaty gleys providing a 
suitable mix for both native and productive woodlands.





Funding remains available through the Scottish Government’s 
Forestry Grant Scheme for woodland creation and sustainable 
forest management. Newly planted woodlands are also eligible 
to register with the woodland carbon code, subject to meeting 
scheme criteria. This allows the owner to generate and sell  
carbon credits during the lifetime of the woodland.  An average 
native woodland may sequester in excess of 450 tonnes of CO2 
equivalent per hectare over the lifetime of the carbon contract.  

The Galbraith forestry team are on hand to discuss the potential 
in more detail with interested parties.

NATURAL CAPITAL
Finegand Estate, lying within the Cairngorm National Park, 
enjoys an outstanding and very iconic rural position. It 
offers a superb position and great opportunity for potential 
enhancement and diversification projects with a Natural Capital 
focus, be it woodland creation, hedgerow planting, eco-tourism 

related enterprises, re-wilding, conservation and bio-diversity 
enhancement orientated projects or such similar focused 
interests, all subject to obtaining the required permissions.   

Galbraith have prepared a Natural Capital Atlas for Finegand 
Estate, which is available upon request from the Selling Agent. 
This report has highlighted the lands at Finegand include a 
number of environmental designations including; 

• Ancient woodland
• Conservation areas
• Gardens and Designed Landscapes
• Important Bird Areas
• Less Favoured Areas
• Scheduled Monuments
• Site of Special Scientific Interest
• Special Area of Conservation
• Special Protection Area

Finegand includes woodland areas of both productive 
coniferous plantations and natural regenerative areas whilst 
offering further woodland creation potential, as indicated 
previously. 

Finegand Estate is home to a diverse range of flora and fauna, 
including orchids which are of particular note at Tigh an Eillen 
on the southern end of the estate, together with an extensive 
list of observed insect life, native birds and mammals. These 
include the occasional sightings of the iconic golden eagle as 
well as other birds of prey including merlin, both short and long 
eared owls, barn and tawny owls, kestrel, and rare sightings of 
peregrine and ospreys. There are also snipe and woodcock, 
together with red grouse, mallard, teal and wigeon.  Red squirrel 
are found at Finegand along with both brown and mountain 
hares, otters, pine marten, polecat and badger, together with 
voles, lizards and adders.



SPORT 
Historically, the family’s principal interest on the estate was in 
the sport and indeed Finegand was identified by Country Life in 
the mid-sixties as being the best small grouse moor in Scotland. 

Currently red, roe and fallow deer are all found at Finegand 
Estate, offering varied stalking, with walked up grouse shooting 
also forming a key part of the sport today on Finegand.  However, 
driven grouse shooting was enjoyed for many decades, with 
some excellent bags achieved; the high point came on the 19th 
August 1933 when 8 guns shot 425 grouse and which remains 
the record for any moor in Glenshee. The total bag on Finegand 
that year was 1,856 head of game and good bags continued 

until the end of the 1960s. In 1964, 4 guns, including a member 
of the American Roosevelt family, walked up in a small area of 
Corrydon and shot 77 grouse. Finegand has 2 lines of butts 
providing up to 3 drives. They are currently undergoing a 
program of refurbishment with half completed to date. 

As with many Scottish estates, the last few years have been 
very limited with opportunity for grouse shooting. Since 2015 a 
keepering contract has been in place with Rhiedorrach Sporting, 
who also own and run a neighbouring estate and this is being 
worked in conjunction with the current shepherding contract. 
This arrangement appears to be showing benefit to the grouse 

numbers with the potential for driven grouse days to be held 
once again, hopefully in the not too distant future. Further, if 
desired, Finegand Estate also offers potential to create a small 
low ground shoot with duck flighting possible at The Lochan, 
located on the northern end of the estate. The Lochan is stocked 
with brown trout giving a quiet and scenic setting for a spot of 
fishing. 

Further information and game records are available upon 
request to the selling agents. 





LOT 2 – FINEGAND FARMHOUSE – ABOUT 6.06 
HECTARES (14.97 ACRES)  
Finegand Farmhouse is a most attractive period former 
farmhouse sitting on the eastern side of the estate, just to the 
west of the River Shee and enjoying an attractive and open 
outlook over the estate. It is built of stone with a whitewashed 
exterior lying under a slated roof and flanked on either side by 
traditional former farm buildings which include a roundel.  

Finegand Farmhouse sits within about 6.06 hectares  
(14.97 acres) of its own grounds, principally comprising five 
grassland fields, with a small cluster of trees lying to the east 
and benefiting from its own private driveway leading directly 
from the public road.

Finegand Farmhouse accommodation comprises:

Ground Floor:  Porch, hall, sitting room, dining room,  
 breakfasting kitchen, utility room, laundry 
 room, cloakroom, rear porch.

First Floor:  5 bedrooms, bathroom, WC, study.

FINEGAND OUTBUILDINGS
Finegand Farmhouse has a range of traditional outbuildings 
lying both to the north and south of the farmhouse. A date stone 
within one of the outbuildings indicates that they date back to 
1648.  In addition, the former Glenshee Fire Engine Shed lies to 
the east of the roundel. 

The outbuildings comprise:-

Traditional U-Shape Outbuilding with Two In-Fill Sheds 
(south)
Of stone construction, under both slate and corrugated metal 
roofs with white washed walls and date stone of 1648. Currently 
provide storage. 

Traditional Building (north)
Of stone construction under a slated roof and comprising:-

• Former cart shed
• Game larder with concrete floor, drainage, cold water with 

sink, refrigerated store with hooks

• Tool shed
• Barn with attic storage area  
• Roundel 

Beyond the traditional building to the north is a detached 
corrugated metal garage and brick built dog kennels with runs. 
To the rear of the roundel is the former fire engine storage shed. 

The traditional outbuildings offer practical storage and some use 
for livestock and bedding storage, as currently utilised. However, 
they also offer potential alternative uses including conversion 
to additional accommodation such as holiday let property or 
annexe accommodation to the principal house, conversion to 
further dwelling houses or indeed for business uses including 
office, art studio or eatery, all subject to obtaining the necessary 
consents.

FINEGAND FARMHOUSE





Sitting
Room

12'8'' x 11'9''
3.86 x 3.58m

Laundry
8'10'' x 6'8''

2.69 x 2.03m

Dining
Room

13' x 11'6''
3.96 x 3.51m
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Kitchen

15'5'' x 10'6''
4.70 x 3.20m

Utility
15'10'' x 13'8''
4.83 x 4.17m
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Sun
Porch

Hall

WC

Bedroom 2
13'5'' x 11'11''
4.09 x 3.63m

Bedroom 3
13'6'' x 12'1''
4.11 x 3.68m

8'10'' x 6'
2.69 x 1.83m

Bathroom
WC

Bedroom 5/
Study

9'6'' x 7'7''
2.90 x 2.31m

Bedroom 4
12'7'' x 10'5''
3.84 x 3.17m

Bedroom 1
16'2'' x 15'7''
4.93 x 4.75m

FINEGAND FARMHOUSE

Approx. Gross Internal Area
2571 Sq Ft - 238.85 Sq M
For identification only. Not to scale. 

Ground Floor First Floor



Farmhouse

Bothy
16'8'' x 10'

5.08 x 3.05m

Cattle
Barn

41'8'' x 31'
12.70 x 9.45m Barn

34'7'' x 16'1''
10.54 x 4.90m

Store
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11.35 x 2.16m
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2.39 x 1.98m

Store
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13.03 x 4.98m

Carport
16'3'' x 12'

4.95 x 3.66m

Roundel
27' x 27'

8.23 x 8.23m

Hay Barn
(Former Fire Engine Shed)

24' x 16'9''
7.32 x 5.11m

FINEGAND OUTBUILDINGS

Approx. Gross Internal Area
6525 Sq Ft - 606.17 Sq M

For identification only. Not to scale. 

Ground Floor



GENERAL REMARKS AND INFORMATION

FARMCODE
89/671/0032

In the event that the estate is sold in separate lots it will be the 
responsibility of the purchaser(s) to apply for individual holding 
numbers for the separate lots.

BASIC PAYMENT SCHEME
The estate is registered for IACS purposes.  

LESS FAVOURED AREA SUPPORT SCHEME (LFASS)
The land is designated at Severely Disadvantaged and has 
been claimed in previous years under the Less Favoured Area 
Support Scheme.

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGNATIONS
The majority of the hill ground is within the Forest of Clunie SSSI.

A large proportion of the estate is designated as a Special Area 
of Conservation (SAC)

SERVITUDE RIGHTS, BURDENS, WAYLEAVES AND 
STATUTORY PUBLIC AND OTHER ACCESS RIGHTS
The property is sold subject to and with the benefit of all existing 
servitude and wayleave rights (including rights of access and 
rights of way, whether public or private). The property is also 
sold subject to the rights of public access under the Land 
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003. The purchaser(s) will be held to 
have satisfied themselves as to the nature of all such servitude 
rights and others following their solicitors’ examination of the 
title deeds.

INGOING VALUATION
The purchaser(s) of Finegand Estate, in addition to the purchase 
price, will be obliged to take over and pay for a valuation to 
be agreed between two valuers (one acting for each party, or 
an arbiter appointed by the valuers, or failing agreement as to 
the appointment by the President, for the time being, of the 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (Scottish Branch), the 
following:

1.  All cultivations and growing crops on seeds, labour, lime, 
fertilisers, spray and machinery basis with an increment 
representing the enhanced value of the establishment and 
age of such crops.

2.  All hay, straw, fodder, roots, silage and farmyard manure and 
other products at market value.

3.  All oils, fuels, fertilisers, sprays, chemicals, seeds and sundries 
at cost.

Note: If the amount of the valuations has not been agreed on 
the date fixed for completion, then the purchaser shall pay to 
the seller such a sum as Galbraith shall certify on account at 
the valuation pending agreement. Should the payment not be 
made within seven days then the interest will become payment 
on outstanding monies at 8% over Bank of Scotland borrowing 
rate.

THE SPORTING RIGHTS
The sporting rights are in-hand.

SALMON FISHINGS
Salmon fishings may potentially be available to purchase with 
either Lot 1 or Lot 2. Further details available from the selling 
agent.

MINERAL RIGHTS AND TIMBER
The mineral rights are included in the sale in so far as belonging 
to the seller. All standing and fallen timber are included in the 
sale.

VIEWING
Strictly by appointment with Galbraith. Given the potential 
hazards of a working estate, we request you take care when 
viewing the property, especially around the agricultural 
buildings, unoccupied buildings, farmland and water courses.

DIRECTIONS
From Perth, take the A93 north signposted for “Blairgowrie”.  
Passing though Blairgowrie continue on the A93 signposted for 
“Bridge of Cally”.  Continue through Bridge of Cally on the A93 
and Finegand Estate is found after approximately 9 miles on 
both the east and west sides of the road and as delineated on 
the sale plan.

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY SUMMARY

Property Occupancy Water Electricity Drainage Heating Council 
Tax Band

EPC 
Rating

Dalhenzean PRT Private Mains Private Electric store/panel & multi-fuel stove C F

The Creek PRT Private Mains Private Electric store/panel B E

Corrydon Cottage PRT Private Mains Private Oil C/H & multi fuel stove G F

Cnoc Liath PRT Private Mains Private Oil C/H & multi fuel stove A E

Polgorm Cottage PRT Private Mains Private Oil C/H & multifuel stove B E

Tigh na Coille SAT Private Mains Private Oil C/H & mutli fuel stove D D

Finegand Farmhouse PRT Private Mains Private Oil C/H & multi fuel stove F E

Copies of the Energy Performance Certificates are available upon request.



POSTCODE
PH10 7QB

ENTRY AND POSSESSION
Entry will be by mutual agreement.

OFFERS
Offers in Scottish Legal Form are to be submitted to the selling 
agents Galbraith. A closing date for offers may be fixed and 
prospective purchasers are advised to register their interest 
with the selling agents following inspection.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
Perth and Kinross Council, Pullar House, 35 Kinnoull Street, 
Perth, PH1 5GD

SGRPID
Scottish Government, Agriculture and Rural Economy, 
Strathearn House, Broxden Business Park, Lamberkine Drive, 
Perth, PH1 1RX

SOLICITOR
Gillespie Macandrew, Broxden House, Perth, PH1 1RA
T : 01738 231 000

DEER MANAGEMENT GROUP
East Grampians Deer Management Group

STIPULATIONS
PURCHASE PRICE
Within 7 days of the conclusion of missives a non-returnable 
deposit of 10% of the purchase price shall be paid. The balance 
of the purchase price will fall due for payment at the date of 
entry (whether entry is taken or not) with interest accruing 
thereon at the rate of 5% above Bank of Scotland base rate. No 
consignation shall be effectual in avoiding such interest.

DISPUTES
Should any discrepancy arise as to the boundaries or any points 
arise on the Remarks, Stipulations or Plan or the interpretation 
of any of them, the question shall be referred to the arbitration 
of the selling agents whose decision acting as experts, shall be 
final.

PLANS, AREAS AND SCHEDULES
These are based on the Ordnance Survey and are for reference 
only. They have been carefully checked and computed by the 
selling agents and the purchaser shall be deemed to have 
satisfied himself as to the description of the property and any 
error or mis-statement shall not annul the sale or entitle either 
party to compensation in respect thereof.

OVERSEAS PURCHASERS
Any offer by a purchaser(s) who is resident out with the United 
Kingdom must be accompanied by a guarantee from a banker 
who is acceptable to the sellers.

LOTTING
It is intended to offer the property for sale as described in two 
lots, but the seller reserves the right to divide the property in 
further lots, to amend the boundary between the lots, or to 
withdraw the property, or to exclude any property shown within 
the particulars.

GENERALLY
Should there be any discrepancy between these particulars, the 
General Remarks and Information, Stipulations and the Missives 
of Sale, the latter shall prevail.

APPORTIONMENTS
The Council Tax and all other outgoings shall be apportioned 
between the seller and the purchaser(s) as at the date of entry.

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING (AML REGULATIONS)
Please note that under the 2017 AML regulations we are 
legally required to carry out money laundering checks against 
purchasers. To enable us to complete these checks purchasers 
will need to provide along with their offer either:

a) originals of primary (e.g. a passport) and secondary (e.g. 
current council tax or utility bill) ID; or

b) copies of such primary and secondary ID certified and dated 
by the purchasers’ solicitors as true copies along with written 
confirmation from the purchasers’ solicitors that they accept 
that we will be relying on this copy ID for AML purposes.

Failure to provide this information may result in an offer not 
being considered.

HEALTH & SAFETY
The property is an agricultural holding and appropriate caution 
should be exercised at all times during inspection particularly 
in reference to the farm buildings, farm land and water courses.

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS & SERVITUDES
The subjects are sold together with and subject to all existing 
rights of way, servitudes, wayleaves and others whether 
contained in the Title Deeds or otherwise, and purchasers will 
be deemed as satisfied themselves in respect thereof. 

AMC PLC FINANCE
Galbraith are approved Agents for the Agricultural Mortgage 
Corporation (AMC) and we can assist you in securing finance 
loans for a variety of farming purposes including the purchase 
of land and property, restructuring debt, and to provide working 
capital for diversification, improving or erecting farm buildings. 

For further details and to discuss any proposals in confidence 
please contact Ian Hope in our Galbraith Perth office on  
01738 448145. Email: ian.hope@galbraithgroup.com



Lot 1

ID FID Ha Ac Land Use Payment Region

1 NO/12302/66453 495.26 1223.79 RGR 3

2 NO/12543/67985 12.4 30.64 WAF

3 NO/12782/68274 0.94 2.32 PGRS 1

4 NO/12809/67660 19.26 47.59 RGR 3

5 NO/12812/68145 1.46 3.61 PGRS 1

6 NO/12908/68267 0.94 2.32 RGR 1

7 NO/12909/68024 2.2 5.44 PGRS 1

8 NO/12912/68339 0.82 2.03 RGR 3

9 NO/12954/68203 2.61 6.45 RGR 3 

10a NO/13050/67838 5.29 13.07 PGRS 1

10b NO/13050/67838 0.87 2.15 RGR 1

11 NO/13059/67313 2.76 6.82 PGRS 1

13a NO/13094/68040 3.01 7.44 RGR 3

13b NO/13094/68040 1.55 3.83 PGRS 3

14a NO/13118/67115 3.95 9.76 PGRS 1

14b NO/13118/67115 1.44 3.56 RGR 1

15 NO/13145/68221 1.99 4.92 RGR 1

16 NO/13150/67598 6.35 15.69 PGRS 1

17 NO/13175/67254 1.99 4.92 RGR 3

19 NO/13228/67328 0.58 1.43 RGR 3

20 NO/13242/66810 1.72 4.25 RGR 3

21 NO/13270/66963 4.43 10.95 PGRS 1

22 NO/13292/67108 0.14 0.35 PGRS 3

23 NO/13306/66547 24.08 59.50 WAF

24 NO/13327/66729 1.76 4.35 RGR 1

25 NO/13342/67283 5.49 13.57 PGRS 1

26 NO/13368/66968 0.54 1.33 PGRS 3

27 NO/13413/66979 0.85 2.10 RGR 3

28 NO/13499/66663 2.59 6.40 PGRS 1

29 NO/13593/64898 0.66 1.63 RGR 3

Lot 1 (continued)

ID FID Ha Ac Land Use Payment Region

30 NO/13618/66547 3.63 8.97 PGRS 1

31 NO/13650/66668 0.38 0.94 RGR 1

32 NO/13696/66425 2.08 5.14 PGRS 1

33 NO/13728/65197 130.2 321.72 RGR 3

34 NO/13736/64787 0.75 1.85 RGR 3

35 NO/13814/66355 0.17 0.42 PGRS 3

36 NO/13815/66426 0.05 0.12 PGRS 1

38 NO/13903/66464 5.8 14.33 PGRS 1

43 NO/14132/64587 2.57 6.35 WAF

44 NO/14145/65323 2.73 6.75 PGRS 1

46 NO/14162/65571 3.27 8.08 TGRS 1

48 NO/14219/65843 2.96 7.31 PGRS 1

49 NO/14220/65986 3.14 7.76 PGRS 1

50 NO/14246/65513 0.45 1.11 PGRS 1

51 NO/14259/65017 5.17 12.78 WAF

52 NO/14363/64505 15.24 37.66 RGR 3

Total 786.52 1943.49

Overall Total Lot 1 787.81 1946.73

Lot 2

ID FID Ha Ac Land Use Payment Region

39 NO/13970/66255 0.71 1.75 PGRS 1

40 NO/14000/66323 0.44 1.09 PGRS 1

41 NO/14039/66162 0.71 1.75 PGRS 1

42 NO/14080/66049 0.16 0.40 PGRS 1

45 NO/14156/66136 3.29 8.13 PGRS 1

Total 5.31 13.12

Overall Total Lot 2 6.06 14.97

Total for the Whole 793.87 1961.70

CROPPING SCHEDULE



IMPORTANT NOTES   
1 These particulars are intended to give a fair and overall description of the property. If any points are relevant to your interest, please ask for further information, prior to viewing. Prospective purchasers are advised to seek their own professional advice. 2 Areas, 
measurements and distances are given as a guide. Photographs depict only certain parts of the property. Nothing within the particulars shall be deemed to be a statement as to the structural condition, nor the working order of services and appliances. 3 These 
particulars shall not be binding on our clients whether acted on or otherwise, unless the same is incorporated within a written document, signed by our clients or on their behalf, satisfying the requirements of Section 3 of The Requirements of Writing (Scotland) 
Act 1995. 4 Closing Date - A closing date may be fixed. Prospective purchasers who have notified their interest through lawyers to Galbraith, in writing, will be advised of a closing date, unless the property has been sold previously. The Seller will not be obliged to 
accept the highest, or indeed any offer and has the right to accept an offer at any time or withdraw the property from the market. The Seller will not be liable for any costs incurred by interested parties. 5 Offers - Formal offers in the acceptable written Scottish 
Legal Form should be submitted to the local Galbraith office per these sale particulars, through a Scottish Lawyer, confirming; if an offer is in relation to the whole, or a specific lot, or a combination of lots, and if the offer is subject to the sale of a property, together 
with proof of funding and Identification. 6. The particulars were prepared in July 2022 and the photographs were taken in July and August 2022.






